Threatened fishes

The aim of this new contribution is to highlight threatened fishes and to provide a synthesis of taxonomic, life cycle, conservation status, conservation recommendation and distribution information.

Authors proposing this type of contribution should explain, in their letter to Editor, how they are working (or have worked) on the species proposed (how they contributed to the species study and are legitimate to propose this paper).

Threatened fishes contribution should not exceed two printed pages (8,000 characters included spaces). A drawing or a picture will be provided to illustrate the species.

Please follow the guide below and Instruction to authors.

Title: Species name and descriptors

Firstname LASTNAME* (1), Firstname LASTNAME (1) Firstname LASTNAME (1) & Firstname LASTNAME (2)

(1) Address. [Email author] [Email author]
(2) Address. [Email author]

* Corresponding author

Possible reviewers recommended by the authors: 3 or 4 names and emails.

Common name(s)
In different language if known

IUCN status
CR and EN status will be privileged but other status may be considered if justified (NE, DD etc).

Identification
Main diagnostic characters. Should not exceed 1,000 characters (spaces included)

Biology

Habitat and ecology
Abundance

Distribution

Main threats

Conservation measures implemented

Protection status

Conservation recommendations
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Should not exceed 10 references

Figure and Table legends

Figure 1. - Legend.

Figure 2. - Legend.

Table I. - Legend.

Table II. - Legend.